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In the book [4] the general problem of reconstructing the Hilbert space formulation in quantum theory is discussed
from the point of view of what I called conceptual variables, any variables defined by a person or by a group of persons.
These variables may be inaccessible, i.e., impossible to assign numerical value to by experiments or by measurements,
or accessible. One basic assumption in [4] and here is that group actions g ∈ G are defined on a space where some
maximally accessible variable varies, and then accessible functions of these maximal variables are introduced. By using
group representation theory the basic Hilbert space formalism is restored under the assumption that the observator or
the set of observators has two related maximally accessible variables in his (their) mind(s). The notion of relationship
is precisely defined here. Symmetric (self-adjoint) operators are connected to each variable, and in the discrete case the
possible values of the variables are given by the eigenvalues of the operators. In this paper the main results from [4]
are made more precise and more general. It turns out that the conditions of the main theorem there can be weakened
in two essential ways: 1) No measurements need to be assumed, so the result is also applicable to general decision
situations; 2) States can have arbitrary phase factors. Some consequences of this approach towards quantum theory are
also discussed here.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The foundation of and the interpretation of quantum me-
chanics have been discussed since the theory was initially de-
veloped more than 100 years ago. The discussion has been
particularly intense in the last decade.

As is well known, the theory was originally two theo-
ries, the matrix theory of Heisenberg and the wave theory of
Schrödinger. These were shown to be mathematically equiv-
alent, and von Neumann gave a well known and highly re-
spected foundation in his famous book. This mathematical
foundation has been reproduced in dozens of textbooks.

Take one of those textbooks, Ballentine [1]. According to
this book and similar books, it is all based upon a few pos-
tulates. The basic notions are unit vectors describing states
and selfadjoint operators describing physical variables. The
postulates take as a basis a fixed Hilbert space describing the
physical situation. Explicitely, two of Ballentine’s postulates
are

Postulate 1a. To each dynamic variable there is a Her-
mitian operator whose eigenvalues are possible values of the
dynamic variable.

Postulate 2a. To each state there corresponds a unique
state operator, which must be Hermitian, nonnegative, and of
unit trace.

More concise mathematical formulations are given in
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Takhtajan [2] and Hall [3], where also state spaces corre-
sponding to continuous variables are treated. In the latter
books self-adjoint is mostly used instead of Hermitian. In [4]
it is also shown that symmetric operators under wide condi-
tions are self-adjoint. In any case, these terms are defined in
the books.

Below I will address a variant of these sets of postulates,
first what I will call ‘Postulate’ 1; inverted commas are used
because I will show below that this follows from much sim-
pler conditions. These conditions and the ‘postulate’ take as
a point of departure what I call conceptual variables, that are
closely related to Ballentine’s dynamical variables. The dif-
ference is explained below. This ‘postulate’ together with the
Born formula imply the other postulate listed above.

‘Postulate’ 1. To each conceptual variable there exists a
unique symmetric operator. In the discrete case the set of
eigenvalues equals the set of possible values of the concep-
tual variable. If and only if the variable is what will be de-
fined below as maximally accessible, all the eigenspaces are
one-dimensional. A pure state can be defined by a question in-
volving a maximally accessible variable together with a sharp
answer to this question. To each pure state there corresponds
a unique one-dimensional projection operator, equivalently, a
unit vector defined up to a phase factor.

The purpose of this paper is to show how ‘Postulate’ 1 can
be derived from simple assumptions on the conceptual vari-
ables. (Theorem 1 below is a part of this; the rest is essentially
proved in [4].) This is called the Hilbert space theorem. An
open question is to what extent the pure state definition given
above covers everything that is considered as pure states in
traditional quantum machanics. It does so in many important
examples, however.

Also arguments behind the Born formula are given in [4].
The book [4] was explicit about what was called epistemic

processes, processes to achieve knowledge through experi-
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ments or through measurements, and the Hilbert space the-
orem was there limited to that setting. But it was indicated
that quantum theory also had wider applications; in particular,
quantum decision theory was described.

In a first article related to the present paper, published early
in November on arXiv, I indicated how parts of the Hilbert
space theorem could be generalized. So far, I have received
few reactions on the book and on the paper, but one reaction
was a statement to the effect that the Hilbert space theorem
could not be seen as a mathematical theorem.

The additional purpose of the present paper is then twofold:
1) To give a better description of the relevant background and
the notions and assumptions behind the theorem, 2) To show
that it really is a mathematical theorem. The resulting discus-
sion is also considerably extended here compared to the arXiv
paper.

The reconstruction of the Hilbert space formulation pro-
posed here, can not be compared directly to other recent re-
constructions referred to in [4], but can be seen in conjunction
with these. As far as I know, none of the other relevant papers
use group representation to define the basic Hilbert space.

The theory presented here is almost complete. An open
problem is to prove that different conceptual variables always
give different operators.

In Sections II and III of this paper the background is
sketched, and in Section IV the basic definitions are given.
For the plan of the rest of the paper, see Section IV.

II. A SIMPLE SKETCH OF A PROCESS IN EMPIRICAL
SCIENCE.

A scientist may be interested in asking many different ques-
tions to Nature. Some of these may be of the form: ‘What will
the quantity θ turn out to be if I measure it?’ In connection
to such questions, I will call θ a conceptual variable. In a
concrete context there may be many such variables, in general
{θ a;a ∈A } for some index set A .

Assume that he concentrates on one such θ . His first task
is to set up an experiment or a measurement. This will result
in some data that hopefully give some information on θ . If
θ is a scalar, this information may lead to an interval which
we claim that θ is contained in, in statistical language a con-
fidence interval or a Bayesian credibility interval. If θ is dis-
crete and we have good data, these intervals may collapse into
a single point, and we end up with conclusions of the form
′t = u′, where u is a possible value. In my view, this may be
taken as a description of a measurement related to elementary
quantum mechanics.

III. FURTHER BACKGROUND AND ASSUMPTIONS.

The basic notion of [4] and the present paper is that the
essence of quantum theory in some given context can be de-
scribed in terms of conceptual variables in the mind of an
observer or in the joint minds of a group of communicating
observers. In the epistemic process situation these are called

epistemic conceptual variables, or simply e-variables. I will
start with a simple example.

Let us assume that we are given some object A, and ask
’What is the weight of object A?’. Then µ =’weight of A’ is
an e-variable. Of course it exists as a variable in the real world,
but in my opinion it must also during measurement be said to
exist in the mind of the relevant observer. Every conveivable
model of the situation is created by this mind. We can use a
scale to obtain a very accurate estimate of µ . Or we can use
several independent measurements, and use the mean of those
as a more accurate estimate. In the latter case it is common
to introduce a statistical model where µ is a parameter of that
model. But in my view the e-variable concept is a more fun-
damental notion. The variable µ exists before any statistical
model is introduced. Most people will agree that µ exists in
some sense. In this example the e-variable has some ontic ba-
sis, but my claim is that this need not always be the case in all
epistemic processes. Even in this case the existence of µ as a
real number may be discussed. For instance, the question ’Is
µ rational or irrational?’ is rather meaningless.

This example is carried over to a general measurement sit-
uation. The crucial assumption is that e-variables have a dou-
ble existence: One existence which in some sense may be con-
nected to the real world, and one existence in the mind of a
relevant observer or a group of observers.

This assumption can in some way be said to be inspired
by statistical theory: Basic statistical theory relies on statis-
tical models of data, given some parameters. These models
are formulated in attempts to descibe the real situation at hand
as well as possible. If necessary, they can be tested against
data. The models are always formulated in the mind of some
researcher or in the joint minds of a group of researchers. In
particular, the concept of parameter in statistics, a concept
that was introduced in an essential way by Ronald Fisher, has
a basis which is related to this mind/ these minds. Unfortu-
nately, the word ‘parameter’ also has other meanings in the
physical literature; therefore it is avoided here, and it is also
avoided in physical contexts in [4].

A fundamental problem in quantum theory is the question
of whether or not it is possible to derive the Hilbert space for-
mulation from other, more intuitive axioms and notions. In
[4] this problem was approached by using basic group theory
together with the notion of accessible and inaccessible con-
ceptual variables. At the outset, a conceptual variable in some
given setting is any variable defined by a person or a group of
persons. In a typical quantum context the setting may be one
where an observer seeks some knowledge about a physical
system, either through experiments or through some measure-
ment. In [4] and [5] this is called an epistemic process. The
variable may then simply be a physical variable as defined
by the observer. Essentially different situations are quantum
models of cognition and decision (see [6]), where the vari-
ables may have a psychological origin.

One limitation of the derivation in [4] is that, basically, an
epistemic prosess is assumed there, so that general applica-
tions to cognitions and decisions are not covered. Here we
will try to improve this, in particular, we will make no assump-
tion that there exists some measurement of the basic acces-
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sible conceptual variable. This has important consequences:
The whole theory may be generalized to situations determined
by cognition and decision; see [6] and [7].

Another limitation was that the proof of the basic Theorem
4.3 in [4] was based on the following simple version of quan-
tum theory: Each (maximally accessible; see below) state is
given by a single unit vector in a Hilbert space. In reality the
state is determined by a group of unit vectors with arbitrary
phase factors. This will be tried taken into account here.

IV. ON ACCESSIBILITY AND BEYOND

A conceptual variable is called accessible if it is possible
for an agent to assign a numerical value to it by a suitable em-
pirical process; it is called inaccessible if this is not possible.
In a physical setting an inaccessible variable might be a vec-
tor (position, momentum) or the total spin vector of a particle.
A psychological case may be a decision situation where the
decision variable is so comprehensive that the agent is unable
to make a decision. As in [4], a given inaccessible variable
is called φ , and is thought to vary in some space Ωφ . Group
actions k ∈ K may be supposed to be defined on Ωφ .

Accessible variables which can be seen as functions on Ωφ :
θ = θ(φ) were studied in [4] and [8], and θ was assumed to
vary on a space Ωθ . In a physical situation, θ can, for instance
be the spin component in some given direction; in a decision
situation, it can be a simpler decision variable that enables the
agent to make a partial decision. If φ = (θ1,θ2), where θ1 and
θ2 are accessible, but φ is inaccessible, we say that θ1 and θ2
are complementary.

One further notion is of interest:

Definition 1. A partial ordering is defined first on all con-
ceptual variables and then on the accessible conceptual vari-
ables as follows: θ is said to be less than or equal to λ if one
can find a function f such that θ(φ) = f (λ (φ)).

Note that if θ is accessible, and ξ = h(θ) for some function
h, then ξ is accessible. Hence this is really a partial ordering
on the accessible variables. By Zorn’s Lemma there then exist
maximally accessible conceptual variables, and these will be
important in what follows.

In certain connections also the following is important:

Definition 2. The variable θ is called permissible if the
following holds: θ(φ1) = θ(φ2) implies θ(kφ1) = θ(kφ2) for
all k ∈ K.

If θ is permissible, one can define group actions g ∈ G on
Ωθ such that

(gθ)(φ) = θ(kφ); k ∈ K. (1)

The mapping from K to G defined by (1) is a group (action)
homomorphism. The left and right invariant measures under
K on Ωφ and correspondingly under G on Ωθ may be defined
under weak conditions.

Note that Definition 1 and Definition 2 are precise mathe-
matical definitions, and can be taken as a basis for a precise
mathematical theory. The only assumed axiom is that con-
nected to the introduction of the accessibility-notion.

The point of departure in [4] is group representation theory
and the theory of coherent states. Let g ∈ G be group actions
on Ωθ , not necessarily induced by K as above. Assume that G
is transitive, has a trivial isotropy group, and that θ is a max-
imally accessible variable. Introduce an irreducible unitary
representation of the abstract group behind G: {U(g)} acting
on a Hilbert space H , which for instance may be a closed
subspace of some L2-space. Fix some vector |θ0〉 ∈H and
define the coherent states |θ〉 = U(g)|θ0〉 whenever θ = gθ0
and θ0 ∈Ωθ is fixed. Since there by assumptions is a one-to-
one correspondence between g and θ = gθ0, this notation is
in order: U(·) can be seen as a function from Ωθ to H . From
this, appealing to Schur’s Lemma, a resolution of the identity

I =
∫
|θ〉〈θ |dρ(θ) (2)

is proved in [4]. Here ρ is a left-invariant measure on Ωθ ,
which under weak assumptions [1] will exist. Using this, an
operator for the variable θ is defined as

A =
∫

θ |θ〉〈θ |dρ(θ), (3)

assuming that this integral converges. If several accessible
variables are to be discussed, it is useful to write the resolution
of the identity in equivalent form

I =
∫
|θ(φ)〉〈θ(φ)|dµ(φ), (4)

where µ is a left-invariant measure on Ωφ if such a measure
exists. The operator for θ can then be written

A =
∫

θ(φ)|θ(φ)〉〈θ(φ)|dµ(φ), (5)

If G is not transitive at the outset, a model reduction is first
made to an orbit of G on Ωθ . This was motivated in [4] by a
similar procedure from statistics.

Note that A here is determined by the accessible variable
θ . Ideally, i want this functional dependence to be a one-to-
one correspondence. Then there is a unique operator corre-
sponding to every accessible conceptual variable, and we are
in a setting usually assumed by quantum theory. To prove this
uniqueness in general, is considered an open problem.

In order that the above development shall lead to a use-
ful theory, several assumptions must be made: 1) G is tran-
sitive on Ωθ , and θ is maximally accessible; 2) The represen-
tation involved is irreducible; 3) There can be established a
one-to-one correspondence between the coherent states |θ〉=
U(g)|θ0〉 on the one hand and the group elements g and hence
the values θ = gθ0 of the conceptual variable on the other
hand. In Section V below, the assumption 2) will be dropped,
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but instead it will be assumed that two related maximally ac-
cessible variables are present.

Some of the main results of [4] are the following: If A has a
discrete spectrum, the possible values of θ are the eigenvalues
of A, and G is a subgroup of the group of permutations on
these values. Furthermore, θ is maximally accessible if and
only if each eigenspace of A is one-dimensional.

Different (complementary) θ give different resolutions of
the identity. If each such θ is discrete and maximally ac-
cessible, each eigenvector can be interpreted as connected to
the question ‘What is the value of θ?’ together with a sharp
answer to it. In my opinion this can be used to give a sim-
ple interpretation of at least many quantum states. I will also
consider operators for non-maximally accessible θ ; then the
eigenspaces of A have a similar interpretation. The generality
of such interpretations for all state vectors was discussed and
also taken up as an open question in [9].

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of this theory
in more detail. The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: In Section V the assumptions behind the theory in [4]
are briefly reviewed a little more precisely. Section VI gives
the main theorem of [4] in a weaker and more precise form,
and this theorem is proved in Section VII. In Section VIII the
properties of the constructed operators are presented, and sec-
tion IX treats the spin case. Section X discusses the epistemic
interpretation, and Section XI provides a final discussion.

The result of Section VI may possibly imply a completely
new approach to quantum theory. This result can be seen as
fundamental for the ideas promoted in [4] and also for the dis-
cussion of the Bell experiment in [10]. The development given
here could ideally replace parts of Chapter 4 in this book, but
that Chapter is fairly satisfactory as long as we limit ourselves
to epistemic processes.

V. TECHNICAL ASSUMPTIONS AND BASIC THEORY

Ωφ and Ωθ are assumed to be equipped with topologies,
and all functions are assumed to be Borel measurable. The
group actions are assumed to be locally compact. As is com-
mon, it is assumed that the group operations on the under-
lying abstract groups: (g1,g2) 7→ g1g2, (g1,g2) 7→ g2g1 and
g 7→ g−1 are continuous. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
action (g,θ) 7→ gθ is continuous. An additional assumption,
which ensures the existence of invariant measures on Ωθ , is
the following: Every inverse image of compact sets under the
mapping (g,θ) 7→ (gθ ,θ) should be compact. This ensures
that a left-invariant measure ρ on Ωθ exists.

Basic group representation theory was reviewed in [4]. It
was assumed that the groups behind K and G have represen-
tations that give square-integrable coherent state systems (see
[11]). It was assumed further that G is transitive on Ωθ and
that the isotropy group is trivial. Then, we can fix θ0 ∈ Ωθ ,
and represent every θ ∈Ωθ by θ = gθ0, and from this there is
a one-to-one correspondence between θ and g. Let U be a rel-
evant irreducible unitary representation of the abstract group
behind G on a Hilbert space H . Fix a vector in H and call
it |θ0〉. The coherent states are then given by U(g)|θ0〉, and

I define |θ〉 = U(g)|θ0〉 when θ = gθ0. From this, the reso-
lution of the identity (2) is proved in [4], and it is natural to
define the operator A corresponding to the variable θ by (3).

In general the operator A of (3) is unbounded, and is defined
on the space of |u〉 ∈H for which 〈u|A|u〉 converges.

By the spectral theorem, A has a spectral decomposition.
As is proved in [4], if A has a discrete spectrum, the possible
values of θ are the eigenvalues of the operator.

To arrive at quantum theory from this basis, we need a rule
to calculate probabilities, the Born rule. A recent review of
various derivations of the Born rule is given in [12]. In [4] the
rule is derived from three assumptions: 1) a focused likeli-
hood principle, that follows from the ordinary likelihood prin-
ciple of statistical inference; 2) an assumption of rationality
as formulated by the Dutch book principle. 3) The variables
involved are maximally accessible. In 2) it is not necessarily
assumed that the actor(s) involved is (are) perfectly rational;
it is enough that they have ideals which can be modelled in
terms of an abstract perfectly rational being.

VI. THE MAIN THEOREM

Theorem 4.3 in [4] was fundamental for that book. Here we
want to prove a more precise and in some respects stronger
version of that result:

Theorem 1. Consider a situation where there are two max-
imally accessible conceptual variables θ and ξ in the mind of
an actor or in the minds of a communicating group of actors.
Make the following assumptions:

(i) On one of these variables, θ , there can be defined tran-
sitive group actions G with a trivial isotropy group and with a
left-invariant measure ρ on the space Ωθ .

(ii) There exists a unitary irreducible representation U(·)
of the group behind the group actions G defined on θ such
that the coherent states U(g)|θ0〉 are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the values of g and hence with the values of θ .

(iii) The two maximally accessible variables θ and ξ can
both be seen as functions of an underlying inaccessible vari-
able φ ∈ Ωφ . There is a transformation k acting on Ωφ such
that ξ (φ) = θ(kφ).

Then there exists a Hilbert space H connected to the sit-
uation, and to every accessible conceptual variable there can
be associated a symmetric operator on H .

It is important that the theorem is no longer limited to an
epistemic process; the variables θ and ξ can also be general
decision variables, variables connected to sets of prospects as
defined in [7].

The condition (iii) seems to be crucial. Two variables θ an
ξ satisfying this condition are said to be related. If no such
underlying variable φ can be found, the two variables are said
to be essentially different.

The Hilbert space H is of course the Hilbert space associ-
ated with the representation (ii). The operators for maximally
accessible variables are given for instance by (3). For acces-
sible variables which are not maximal, we rely on the spectral
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theorem. For any accessible variable η we can by the partial
ordering find a function f and a maximally accessible variable
θ such that η = f (θ). Let the operator A, say from (3), have
a spectral representation

A =
∫

σ(A)
θdE(θ), (6)

where σ(A) is the spectrum of A, and E is a projection-valued
measure (see [4]). Then we can define

Aη =
∫

σ(A)
f (θ)dE(θ). (7)

The condition (ii) is rather technical, but essential for the
proof of Theorem 1. The following result may be helpful.

Proposition 1. Let ρ be the left-invariant measure on Ωθ ,
and assume that∫

| f (gθ)− f (θ)|dρ(θ) 6= 0 (8)

for every f ∈ L2(Ωθ ,ρ) and every g ∈ G different from the
unit element.

Then condition (ii) holds for the case where H is a closed
subspace of L2(Ωθ ,ρ) and U is any irreducible subrepre-
sentation of the regular representation given by U(g) f (θ) =
f (g−1θ).

Proof. We need to prove that U(g1) f (θ) 6= U(g2) f (θ)
whenever g1 6= g2. In the L2-space language and in terms of
the regular representation this means that∫

| f (g−1
2 θ)− f (g−1

1 θ)|dρ(θ) 6= 0 (9)

But this follows from (8), since by left invariance dρ(θ) =

dρ(g−1
1 θ).

A consequence of this is that one in the discrete case may
drop the assumption (ii) when U(·) is irreducible.

VII. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM.

A. Basic construction

In this subsection I will take as a point of departure Chap-
ter 2 in Perelomov [11], which discusses coherent states for
arbitrary Lie groups. Let G be a transitive group action on
the space Ωθ associated with some conceptual variable θ and
T (g) the unitary representation of its abstract group, acting
on the Hilbert space H . I will assume that G has a trivial
isotropy group, so that the elements g of G are in one-to-one
correspondence with the values of θ .

As in [11] (and in [4]) take a fixed vector |θ0〉 in H , and
consider the set {|θ〉}, where |θ〉 = T (g)|θ0〉 with g corre-
sponding to the value θ . It is not difficult to see that two vec-
tors |θ 1〉 and |θ 2〉 correspond to the same state, i.e., differ

by a phase factor (|θ 1〉 = exp(iα)|θ 2〉, |exp(iα)| = 1), only
if T (g2,−1g1)|θ0〉= exp(iα)|θ0〉, where g1 corresponds to θ 1

and g2 corresponds to θ 2. Suppose E = {e} is a subgroup of
the group G, such that its elements have the property

T (e)|θ0〉= exp[iα(e)]|θ0〉. (10)

When the subgroup E is maximal, it will be called the
isotropy subgroup for the state |θ0〉. More precisely, it is the
isotropy subgroup of the group T (G) corresponding to this
state.

The construction shows that the vectors |θ〉 corresponding
to a value θ and thus to an element g ∈ G, for all the group
elements g belonging to a left coset class of G with respect
to the subgroup E, differ only in a phase factor and so deter-
mine the same state. Choosing a representative g(x) in any
equivalence class x, one gets a set of states {|θg(x)〉}, where
x ∈ X = G/E. Again, using the correspondence between g
and θ , I will write these states as {|θ(x)〉}, or in a more con-
cise form {|x〉}, |x〉 ∈H .

Definition 3. The system of states {|θ〉= T (g)|θ0〉}, where
g corresponds to θ as above, is called the coherent-state sys-
tem {T, |θ0〉}. Let E be the isotropy subgroup for the state
|θ0〉. Then the coherent state |θ(g)〉 is determined by a point
x = x(g) in the coset space G/E corresponding to g and to
|θ(g)〉 is defined by |θ(g)〉= exp(iα)|x〉, |θ0〉= |0〉.

Remark. The states corresponding to the vector |x〉 may
also be considered as a one-dimensional subspace in H , or
as a projector Px = |x〉〈x|, dim Px = 1, in H . Thus the system
of coherent states, as defined above, determines a set of one-
dimensional subspaces in H , parametrized by points of the
homogeneous space X = G/E.

The general properties og the coherent state system was
studies more closely in [11], and I refer to that discussion here.
The important consequence for me is the following: Assume
that the representation T (·) above is irreducible, and that there
is a measure on G which is invariant under left and right shifts.
Assume also that convergence conditions are satisfied. Then
there exists a measure µ in X such that we have a resolution
of unity

∫
dµ(x)|x〉〈x|= I. (11)

(See equation (2.3.5) in [11].) The argument behind (11) is
essentially the same that I used in [4] to prove the resolution
of the identity (where I only assumed left invariance of the
measure on G): Define an operator B =

∫
dx|x〉〈x| and show

by using Schur’s lemma that B must be a constant times the
identity operator I.

Recall now two crucial assumptions behind the construc-
tion above:

1) {T (g)} can be chosen as an irreducible representation on
some Hilbert space H of the abstract group behind the group
actions G.
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2) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the el-
ements g ∈ G, the variable values θ and the coherent states
T (g)|θ0〉.

If G is abelian, it only possible to satisfy 1) if H is one-
dimensional, giving a trivial theory.

But assuming 1) and 2), one can now, again under conver-
gence conditions, define a unique operator in H correspond-
ing to the conceptual variable θ :

Aθ =
∫

θ(x)|x〉〈x|dµ(x). (12)

Properties of such operators are as studied in [4].

B. Two maximal conceptual variables

For many concrete examples, it is not possible to find a non-
abelian group satisfying 1) and 2) above, and then the theory
of the previous subsection is just trivial. For this case, study
two conceptual varables θ and ξ .

Assume that the variables θ and ξ are maximally accessi-
ble, that both can be seen as functions of an underlying inac-
cessible variable φ , and suppose that there exists a transfor-
mation k such that ξ (φ) = θ(kφ). Let g ∈ G be a transitive
group action on θ , and let h ∈ H be the transitive group ac-
tion on ξ defined by hξ (φ) = g1θ(kφ) when ξ (φ) = θ(kφ),
where g1 ∈ G1, an independent copy of G. This gives a group
isomorphism between G and H.

Let n ∈ N be the group actions on ψ = (θ ,ξ ) generated by
G and H and a single element j defined by jψ = (ξ ,θ) and
jθ = ξ . For g ∈ G, define g jψ(φ) = (gθ(kφ),θ(φ)) when
ξ = θ(kφ), and for h ∈ H define h jψ = (ξ (φ),hξ (k−1φ))
when θ(φ) = ξ (k−1φ). Since G and H are transitive on the
components, and since through j one can choose for a group
element of N to act first arbitrarily on the first component and
then arbitrarily on the second component, N is transitive on
ψ . Also, N is non-Abelian: g j 6= jg.

I want to fix some Hilbert space H , and define a represen-
tation U(·) of the group corresponding to G on this Hilbert
space with the property that if we fix some vector |v0〉 ∈H ,
then the vectors U(g)|v0〉 are in one-to-one correspondence
with the group elements g ∈ G and hence with the values gθ0
of θ for some fixed θ0.

For each element g∈G there is an element h= jg j ∈H and
vise versa. Note that j · j = e, the unit element. Let U( j) = J
be some unitary operator on H such that J · J = I. Then for
the representation U(·) of the group corresponding to G, there
is a representation V (·) of the group corresponding to H given
by V ( jg j) = JU(g)J. These are acting on the same Hilbert
space H with vectors |v〉, and they are equivalent in some
concrete sense.

Note that J must satisfy JU( jg j) = U(g)J. By Schur’s
Lemma this demands J to be an isomorphism or the zero oper-
ator if the representation U(·) is irreducible. In the reducible
case a non-trivial operator J exists, however:

In this case there exists at least one proper invariant sub-
representation U0 acting on some vector space H0, a sub-
space of H , and another proper invariant subrepresentation

U ′0 acting on an orthogonal vector space H ′
0 . Fix |v0〉 ∈H0

and |v′0〉 ∈H ′
0 , and then define J|v0〉= |v′0〉, J|v′0〉= |v0〉 and

J|v〉 = |v〉 for any |v〉 ∈H which is orthogonal to |v0〉 and
|v′0〉.

Now we can define a representation W (·) of the full group
N acting on ψ = (θ ,ξ ) in the natural way: W (g) = U(g) for
g∈G, W (h)=V (h) for h∈H, W ( j)= J, and then on products
from this.

If U is irreducible, then also V is an irreducible representa-
tion of H, and we can define operators Aθ corresponding to θ

and Aξ corresponding to ξ as in (12). If not, we need to show
that the representation W of N constructed above is irreducible
on H .

Lemma 1. W (·) as defined above is irreducible.

Proof. Assume that W (·) is reducible, which implies that
both U(·) and V (·) are reducible, i.e., can be defined on a
lowerdimensional space H0, and that E = W ( j) also can be
defined on this lower-dimensional space. Let R(·) be the rep-
resentation of G restricted to vectors |u〉 in H orthogonal to
H0. Fix some vector |u0〉 in this orthogonal space; then con-
sider the vectors in this space given by R(g)|u0〉. Note that
the vectors orthogonal to H0 together with the vectors in H0
span H , and the vectors U(g)|u0〉 in H are in one-to-one
correspondence with θ . Then the vectors R(g)|u0〉. are in
one-to-one correspondence with a subvariable θ 1. And de-
fine the representation S(·) of H by S( jg j) = R(g) and vectors
S(h)|v0〉, where |v0〉 is a fixed vector of H , orthogonal to H0.
These are in one-to-one correspondence with a subparameter
ξ 1 of ξ .

Given a value θ , there is a unique element gθ ∈ G such
that θ = gθ θ0. (It is assumed that the isotropy group of G is
trivial.)

From this look at the fixed vector S( jgθ j)|v0〉. By what has
been said above, this corresponds to a unique value ξ 1, which
is determined by gθ , and hence by θ . But this means that a
specification of θ determines the vector (θ ,ξ 1), contrary to
the assumption that θ is maximally accessible. Thus W (·)
cannot be reducible.

This shows that there are group actions n ∈ N acting on
(θ ,ξ ) and an irreducible representative W of the correspond-
ing group acting on some Hilbert space H . Hence the con-
clusion (11) holds if G above is replaced by N and the irre-
ducible representation is W (·). That is, the crucial assumption
1) is now satisfied. It is left to prove that the Hilbert space H
can be chosen so that condition 2) holds in this case.

Now N is generated by G, H and a group L with two ele-
ments l, the identity element and j. Define a binary varable
λ such that λ = 0 if l is the identity, λ = 1 if l = j. First I
will establish a one-to-one correspondence between the val-
ues of (θ ,ξ ,λ ) and the elements n of the group N. Now these
elements are partly constructed from group elements g acting
on θ , and since G is assumed to be transitive with a trivial
isotropy group, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
g and θ . The group H constructed in the proof is also tran-
sitive on Ωξ with a trivial isotropy group, so there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the values ξ and the group
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elements h ∈H. Finally, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between λ and l. But n ∈ N as acting on (θ ,ξ ,λ ) is given
as n = (g,h, j), so the required one-to-one correspondence is
established.

It is only left to prove that under suitable assumptions the
vectors W (n)|ν0〉 are in one-to-one correspondence with the
group elements n, and hence with ζ = (θ ,ξ ,λ ). Once this
is proved, by the construction of subsection A one can de-
fine coherent states |ψ〉=W (n)|ψ0〉 ∈H and a left invariant
measure v(ψ) such that

∫
|ψ〉〈ψ|ν(dψ) = I. (13)

As above, with a change of notation, ψ are elements of the
homogeneous space Ψ = N/M, where M is the isotropy sub-
group of the group W (N) corresponding to the initial state
|ψ0〉. In other words it is the maximal sugroup M = {m} such
that

W (m)|ψ0〉= exp[α(m)]|ψ0〉. (14)

Now N is a group acting on (θ ,ξ ,λ ) constructed from the
groups G acting on θ and H acting on ξ and an element j such
that j(θ ,ξ ) = (ξ ,θ).

We want to characterize the elements z of N/M. As in (10)
the elements of M are such that (14) holds.

Lemma 2. We can write z = (x,y, l), where x is an element
of the homogeneous space X = G/E, y is an element of the
homogeneous space Y = H/F, and l takes the values 0 and 1.
Here E is the isotropy subgroup of the group U(G), and F is
the isotropy subgroup of the group V (H), both corresponding
to the initial state |ψ0〉 ∈H .

Proof. For e ∈ E we have

W (e)|ψ0〉= exp[iα(e)]|ψ0〉, (15)

while for f ∈ F we have

W ( f )|ψ0〉= exp[iα( f )]|ψ0〉. (16)

Normalizing α(m) for each m such that α( j) = 0, (14) fol-
lows from (15) and (16).

Now the cosets nM are found by first specializing n to g and
h, respectively j. We have j(θ ,ξ ) = (ξ ,θ), and the cosets gM
and hM are given in terms of x and y. It follows that z=(x,y, l)
if we in addition allow jM to interchange x and y.

C. The operators

By the symmetry of the situation, and since G and H act
independently on θ and ξ in the construction of the group

N, we conclude that the measure ν in (13) can be written
as ν(dψ) = ρ(dx)ρ(dy)ω(l) for some marginal measure ρ ,
where ω is any measure on the two variables 0 and 1. Then
we can define

P(x) = ∑
l

∫
Y
|ψ〉〈ψ|ρ(dy)ω(l), (17)

and

Aθ =
∫

X
θ(x)P(x)ρ(dx). (18)

Similarly:

Q(y) = ∑
l

∫
X
|ψ〉〈ψ|ρ(dx)ω(l), (19)

and

Aξ =
∫

Y
ξ (y)Q(y)ρ(dy). (20)

It follows from (13) that Aθ = I when θ is identically equal
to 1.

This define the operators for every pair of maximally acces-
sible conceptual variables θ and ξ . The operators for variables
that are not maximal, are found by using the spectral theorem,
taking as a point of departure the operator for a corresponding
maximal variable (cp. equations (4.28) and (4.30) in [4]).

Again it is an open problem to prove the general unique-
ness of these operators. For the spin component case, explicit
formulas implying the uniqueness are derived in [4], [11] and
[13].

VIII. PROPERTIES OF THE OPERATORS

To continue the theory, we prove the important result (cp.
Theorem 4.2 in [4]):

Theorem 2. Assume that the function θ(·) is permissible
with respect to a group K. For any transformation t ∈ K and
any unitary representation V of K, the operator V (t)†AθV (t)
is the operator corresponding to θ ′ defined by θ ′(φ) = θ(tφ).

Proof. By (18) we have

V (t−1)AθV (t) =
∫

X
θ(x)Pt(x)ρ(dx), (21)

where

Pt(x) = ∑
l

∫
Y
|ψ(t−1

ζ )〉〈ψ(t−1
ζ )|ρ(dy)ω(l). (22)

Here |ψ(t−1ζ )〉 are the ket vector is constructed such that
they are in one-to-one correspondence with t−1φ = t−1(θ ,ξ )
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and hence with t−1(g,h). Note that t−1φ and θ = θ(φ),
ξ = ξ (φ) defines t−1ζ . Write the group elements t−1(g,h)
as (g′,h′), constituting groups G′ and H ′ acting on θ and ξ ,
respectively. Let E ′ be the subgroup of G′ constructed as in
(10), and let F ′ be the corrsponding subgroup of H ′. Write
X ′=G′/E ′ and Y ′=H ′/F ′. The elements of these cosets may
be defined as x′ = t−1x and y′ = t−1y, respectively. By the left
invariance of the measure ρ , (21) and (22) can be written as

V (t−1)AθV (t) =
∫

X
θ(x)Pt(x)ρ(dt−1x), (23)

where

Pt(x) = ∑
l

∫
Y
|ψ(t−1

ζ )〉〈ψ(t−1
ζ )|ρ(dt−1y)ω(l). (24)

The last integral may be written

Pt(x)=∑
l

∫
Y
|ψ(θ(t−1

φ),ξ (φ ′)〉〈ψ(θ(t−1
φ),ξ (φ ′)|ρ(dy′)ω(l),

(25)
and we can write Pt(x) = P(t−1x). This is inserted into (23),
and using left-invariance of the measure again, this give that
the operator V (t−1)AθV (t) is associated with the conceptual
variable θ(tx), which also may be written as θ(tφ).

By using this result in the same way as Theorem 4.2 is used
in [4], a rich theory follows. I will limit me here to the case
where θ is a discrete conceptual variable. Then one can show:

1) The eigenvalues of Aθ coincide with the values of θ .
2) The variable θ is maximally accessible if and only if the

eigenvalues of Aθ are non-degenerate.
3) For the maximal case the following holds in a given con-

text: a) For a fixed θ each question ‘What is the value of θ?’
together with a sharp answer ‘θ = u’ can be associated with
a normalized eigenvector of the corresponding Aθ . b) If there
in the context is a set {θ a;a ∈ A } of maximally accessible
conceptual variables (these must by the results of Section IV
be related to each other) one can consider all ket vectors that
are normalized eigenvectors of some operator Aθ a

. Then each
of these may be associated with a unique question-and-answer
as above.

IX. THE SPIN CASE

Let φ be the total spin vector of a particle, and let θ a =
‖φ‖cos(φ ,a) be the component of φ in the direction a. If we
have a coordinate system, the components θ x,θ y and θ z are
of special interest. As noted in [4], these components are not
permissible if K is the rotation group for some fixed ‖φ‖.

Consider a Stern-Gerlach experiment with a beam of parti-
cles in the y direction. Write φ = (φ 1,θ y) where φ 1 is the spin
component in the xz-plane. Let K0 be the group of rotations
of φ 1 in this plane for fixed ‖φ 1‖.

Proposition 2. Any component θ a in the xz-plane is a per-
missible function of φ 1 under K0.

Proof. It is sufficient to consider θ x. Let k0 ∈ K0 and

θ x(φ 1
1 ) = θ x(φ 1

2 ). The group element k0 rotates the x-axis
to a new direction x0 and φ 1

1 and φ 1
2 to new vectors k0φ 1

1
and k0φ 1

2 . By the geometry, the angle (x,φ 1
1 ) must be equal

to angle (x0,k0φ 1
1 ), and angle (x,φ 1

2 ) must be equal to angle
(x0,k0φ 1

2 ). Because the cosines of the unrotated angles are
equal by assumption, the cosines of the rotated angles must
also be equal. �

Unit vectors in a plane as quantum state vectors have been
discussed extensively in [14]. These vectors can be seen as
elements of a real 2-dimensional Hilbert space, and they are
uniquely determined by the angle they form with the x-axis.
Using this as a point of departure, density matrices and quan-
tum operators (matrices) were defined in [14]. The authors
noted that all real 2-dimensional matrices were generated by
the unit matrix and the two real Pauli spin matrices σ1 and σ3.

Spin coherent states and their connection to the group
SU(2) are treated for instance in [11] and [13]. I will follow
parts of [5] without going into details. It is crucial that any
irreducible representation D is given by a nonnegative integer
or half-integer r: D(k) = Dr(k), dimDr = 2r+ 1. In the rep-
resentation space H = Hr the canonical basis |r;m〉 exists,
where m runs from −r to r in unit steps. The infinitesimal
operators A± = Ax±Ay, A0 = Az of the group representation
V r satisfy the commutation relations

[A0,A±] =±A±, [A−,A+] =−2A0. (26)

The operators Ax, Ay and Az are related to infinitesimal ro-
tations around the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis, respectively, and
may be shown to be identical to the operators associated with
θ x, θ y and θ z, as considered in the previous sections here.
We take A = (Ax,Ay,Az). The representation space vec-
tors |r;m〉 are eigenvectors for the operators A0 and A2 =
(Ax)2 +(Ay)2 +(Az)2:

A0|r;m〉= m|r;m〉, A2|r;m〉= r(r+1)|r;m〉. (27)

The operator exp[iω(n ·A)], ‖n‖ = 1, describes the rota-
tion by the angle ω around the axis directed along n. In [5]
this was used to describe the coherent states D(k)|φ0〉 in var-
ious ways. The ket vector |φ0〉 may be taken as |r;m〉 for a
fixed m; the simplest choice is m =−r.

The spin case is discussed more thoroughly in [4]. Among
other things, the discretization of spin components is moti-
vated from a general principle of model reduction.

X. THE EPISTEMIC INTERPRETATION

It is very confusing to people outside the quantum founda-
tion community that quantum mechanics has many different,
mutually excluding interpretations. A recent Wikipedia arti-
cle lists 16 different interpretations. The mathematical foun-
dation developed above and in [4] implies a rather wide inter-
pretation, generalizing the QBist interpretation and related to
several of the other interpretations. I will call this the general
epistemic interpretation.
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Consider a physical system, and an observer or a set com-
municating observers on this system. The physical variables
which can be measured in this setting are examples of accessi-
ble conceptual variables, and are called e-variables in [4] and
[8].

The approach here could be related to parts of various re-
cent derivations of quantum theory from a set of postulates
(see, for instance, [15] and [16]). As is stated in [17], there is
a problem connecting these derivations to the many different
interpretations of quantum theory. By contrast, the derivation
presented here is tied to a particular interpretation, namely the
general epistemic interpretation. This is also elaborated on in
[4].

A maximally accessible variable θ a admits values ua
j that

are single eigenvalues of the operator Aa, uniquely deter-
mined from θ a. Let |a; j〉 be the eigenvector associated with
this eigenvalue. Then |a; j〉 can be connected to the question
‘What is the value of θ a?’ together with the sharp answer
‘θ a = ua

j ’.
A general ket vector |v〉 ∈H is always an eigenvector of

some operator associated with a conceptual variable. It is nat-
ural to conjecture that this operator at least in some cases can
be selected in such a way that the accessible variable is max-
imally accessible. (For the general problem, see [4].) Then
|v〉 is in a natural way associated with a question-and-answer
pair. It is of interest that Höhn and Wever [18] recently de-
rived quantum theory for sets of qubits from such question-
and-answer pairs; compare also the present derivation. Note
that the interpretation implied by such derivations is relevant
for both the preparation phase and the measurement phase of
a physical system.

One may also consider linear combinations of ket vectors
from this point of view. Let the maximally accessible variable
θ b admits values ub

i that are single eigenvalues of the operator
Ab, uniquely determined from θ b. Let |b; i〉 be the eigenvector
associated with this eigenvalue. Then one can write

|b; i〉= (∑
j
|a; j〉〈a; j|)|b; i〉= ∑

j
〈a; j|b; i〉|a; j〉. (28)

This state can be interpreted in terms of a question ‘What
is the value of θ b?’ with the sharp answer ‘θ b = ub

i ’. But
if one tries to ask questions about θ a for a system where the
observer or the set of observers is in this state, the answer is
simply ‘I (we) do not know’.

Also, entangled states may be considered from this point of
view. Consider two qubits 1 and 2, each having possible spin
values in some fixed direction given by +1 and -1, and look at
the entangled state

|ψ〉= 1√
2
(|1+〉⊗ |2−〉−|1−〉⊗|2+〉). (29)

As discussed in [4] and references given there, this is an
eigenvector of the operator for the conceptual variable δ =
θxηx +θyηy +θzηz corresponding to the eigenvalue -3. Here
θ = (θx,θy,θz) and η = (ηx,ηy,ηz) are the total spin vectors
of the two qubits, and δ is accessible to an observer observing
both qubits. Note that δ =−3 implies θxηx = θyηy = θzηz =

−1, which again implies that θa = −ηa for any direction a.
It is trivial that this state can be interpreted in terms of the
question ‘What is δ?’ together with the sharp answer ‘δ =
−3’. (The other possible value for δ is -1, which corresponds
to a three-dimensional eigenspace for the operator.)

From a general point of view it may be considered of some
value to have an epistemic interpretation which is not neces-
sarily tied to a strict Bayesian view (see for instance [19] on
this). Under an epistemic interpretation, one may also discuss
various “quantum paradoxes” like Schrödinger’s cat, Wigner’s
friend and the two-slit experiment.

In Example 1 and Example 2 below I limit myself to quan-
tum states that can be interpreted in terms of question-and-
answers for maximally accessible variables. In the contexts
discussed, this gives an understanding where the relevant ob-
servers are not able to distinguish between superposition and
mixture.

Example 1. Schrödinger’s cat. The discussion of this ex-
ample concerns the state of the cat just before the sealed box
is opened. Is it half dead and half alive?

To an observer outside the box the answer is simply: “I
do not know”. Any accessible e-variable connected to this ob-
server does not contain any information about the status of life
of the cat. But on the other hand – an imagined observer inside
the box, wearing a gas mask, will of course know the answer.
The interpretation of quantum mechanics is epistemic, not on-
tological, and it is connected to the observer. Both observers
agree on the death status of the cat once the box is opened.

Example 2. Wigner’s friend. Was the state of the system
only determined when Wigner learned the result of the exper-
iment, or was it determined at some previous point?

My answer to this is that at each point in time a quantum
state is connected to Wigner’s friend as an observer and an-
other to Wigner, depending on the knowledge that they have
at that time. The superposition given by formal quantum me-
chanics corresponds to a ‘do not know’ epistemic state. The
states of the two observers agree once Wigner learns the result
of the experiment.

Example 3. The two-slit experiment. This is an experiment
where all real and imagined observers communicate at each
point of time, so there is always an objective state.

Look first at the situation when we do not know which slit
the particle goes through. This is a ‘do not know’ situation.
Any statement to the effect that the particles somehow pass
through both slits is meaningless. The interference pattern
can be explained by the fact that the particles are (nearly) in
an eigenstate in the component of momentum in the direction
perpendicular to the slits in the plane of the slits. If an ob-
server finds out which slit the particles goes through, the state
changes into an eigenstate for position in that direction. In
either case the state is an epistemic state for each of the com-
municating observers, which might indicate that it in some
sense can be seen as an ontological state. But this must be
seen as a state of the screen and/or the device to observe the
particle, not as an ontological state of the particle itself.
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XI. DISCUSSION

Some of the results above were limited to accessible con-
ceptual variables taking a finite number of values. But the
notion of conceptual variables is much more general, and can
thus be considered in more general settings.

This notion of conceptual variables also has links to other
interpretations of quantum theory. Take for instance the classi-
cal Bohm interpretation, constructed from particle trajectories
plus a pilot wave. These constructions may be seen as concep-
tual variables, but at least the full trajectory must be inacces-
sible. Or consider the many worlds interpretation, where the
variables associated with the different worlds must be consid-
ered as conceptual variables, but only one world is accessible
at each point in time.

The arguments developed here are based on focusing
(choice of maximally accessible conceptual variable) and
symmetry. These concepts are not confined to the microscopic
world. This is consistent with the fact that quantum theory has
recently been applied to cognitive models and to certain social
and economic models (see [6] and [20] and references there).
In fact it has been claimed that the quantum structure is ubiq-
uitous, see [21].

Further philosophical consequences of these results are dis-
cussed in Chapter 6 of [4]. In general it is referred to [4] for
further discussions.

It is quite crucial that the proof of Theorem 1 as given here
is correct. This theorem not only serves as a basis for the
derivation of quantum theory as discussed in [4], it has also
now been used in a discussion of the Bell theorem, the Bell
experiment and a general assertion of our limitation as human
beings when making decisions [10]. I am currently working
with using the same theorem as a point of departure for dis-
cussing when a given quantum state also has an ontologic in-
terpretation and the more speculative question of whether all
quantum states can be said in some sense to have ontological
interpretations. Note that in [4] and in the present paper, the
initial interpretation of states is epistemological.

One important background for this whole development has
been that, in my opinion there was too little communication
between researchers working with the foundation of quantum
theory and researchers in the statistics society. My book has
been an attempt to develop elements of a future common cul-
ture.

What is culture? According to the author and philosopher
Ralph D. Stacey it is a set of attitudes, opinions and convic-
tions that a group of people share, about how one should act
towards each other, how things should be evaluated and done,
which questions that are important and answers that may be
accepted. The most important elements in a culture are un-
conscious, and cannot be forced upon one from the outside.

One hope now, is that versions of results like Theorem 1
above, will be background results which can function as a part
of a common scientific culture covering both quantum physi-
cists and statisticians. If this happens, I feel that it then also
should be easier to arrive at some joint understanding of phys-
ical theories describing the microscopic world and theories
describing the macroscopic world.

In my opinion it is very important in the long run to try
to develop a common international cultural foundation for all
scientists. In this way, science could really achieve the author-
ity that it requres and needs. There are extremely many prob-
lems facing the world now: climate, health problems, poverty
problems, refugee problems, international conflicts and the
existence of very dangerous weapons. For all these problems
one should try to device rational solutions that at the same
time satify good ethical standards; in particular, rational and
ethical decisions should be made by national and international
leaders. Unfortunately, in the processes of making decisions,
we may all be limited. (In a concrete quantum situation, this
has bee argued for in [10]). So, ideally, to arrive at good deci-
sions, in addition to other requirements, our leaders should try
to get rational inputs. Ideally again, such inputs could in each
concrete case be given by joint efforts by groups of scientists.

In improving this situation, we may all be somewhat re-
sponsible. In particular in this connection, the process of
achieving knowledge is important. And, again in my view,
such a process can always be associated with the mind of a
single person or by the joint minds of a group of communicat-
ing persons. Knowledge as such may or may not be coupled
directly to an external objective real world.

In his book [22] Lee Smolin has listed 5 great problems in
theoretical physics. Combining the conclusions of [4], [10]
and the present article seems to me to be a way to device a so-
lution to at least a large part of problem 2: Resolve the prob-
lems in the foundation of quantum mechanics. This is done
partly through appealing to a particular unification: Try to find
a unified new culture that is meaningful both to physicists and
to statisticians. As I see it, this may also perhaps be a stepping
stone for approaching further problems, like finding connec-
tions between elementary quantum theory and other theories,
in particular field theory, theories in particle physics and rela-
tivity theory. But all this belongs to the future.

In the early book by David Bohm and F. David Peat [23] it
was emphasized in a physical research setting that a concep-
tual discussion ought to precede formal mathematical calcu-
lations. I am grateful to Solve Sæbø for making me aware of
that book. It is very interesting, but this does not mean that I
agree with David Bohm in everything he says. In particular,
my general views of the interpretation of quantum mechanics
are more fully explained in [4].

Just as I was about to submit this paper, I received Lee
Smolin’s last book [24]. Having looked briefly on that book, I
want to stress an obvious fact: I do not claim in any way that
my approach will solve all problems in connection to quan-
tum mechanics. But I do claim that my Theorem 1 implies a
much simpler foundation and interpretation, and that this in
itself may facilitate somewhat discussions of many questions.

Smolin declares himself as a realist, and identifies his po-
sition by saying yes to the following two questions. I will
partly describe my own position by trying to answer the same
questions.

1) Does the natural world exist independently of our minds?
More precisely, does matter have a stable set of properties in
and of itself, without regards to our perception and knowl-
edge?
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2) Can those properties be comprehended and described by
us? Can we understand enough of the laws of nature to explain
the history of our universe and predict its future?

To the first part of 1) I will answer a clear yes. I think
one must be very theoretically minded to doubt the existence
of the natural world. But when it comes to properties, I will
tend to say no, if we should think of all possible properties in
some given physical situation. A critical situation is the Bell
experiment, discussed in [10]. I think the answer to this part
of the question has to be related to our philosophy.

To take another example, consider an observer who has the
choice between measuring the position or the momentum of
some particle. I partly adher to the philosophy of Zwirn [25],
who claims that all description of the world must be relative to
the mind of some person. But persons can communicate. The
mind of the observer in this case fits very well into the situ-
ation described in Theorem 1 here. Hence it can be coupled
to a quantum formulation. He can find a very accurate value
for position, similarly for momentum, but not for both. Hence
one has a very peculiar situation. The position may ‘exist’
for him; the momentum may ‘exist’ for him, but not both at
the same time. Following [25], this is all one can say about
existence.

Can the situation be saved by considering a group of com-
municating observers? Again I will say no. Since they are
communicating before the measurement, they must decide on
the same measurement, and hence arrive at the same conclu-
sion regarding ‘existence’.

I disagree slightly with Zwirn when it comes to groups of
communicating people. I will claim that since they as above
make common decisions on measurement, regarding to the
existence question, they can be seen as one person. In partic-
ular, they have agreed on common conceptual variables ‘posi-
tion’ and ‘momentum’, and can according to Theorem 1 have
a common coupling to quantum theory.

To the first part of 2) I will say yes, and to the second part
no, at least to some extent. This again can be referred to [10],
where I conclude that we all may be limited when making de-
cisions, in particular the decisions that we may have to make
in our description of the properties of the world. Of course,
to some degree we can explain the history of our universe and
predict its future. Modern physics and astronomy is impres-
sive here. But we can never go in complete details, at least
when predictions are concerned.
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